Which TV for Me?

I want that Panasonic 103-inch TV. My wife says that's too big. Is she right? Optimal viewing distance at 1080p = diagonal screen size $\times 0.84$. Minimum OVD for 103-inch screen = 122.619 inches. **Recommendation:** If seat-to-screen distance $> 122.619$ inches: Purchase TV; if $< 122.619$ inches: Construct home theater space of necessary size; purchase TV.

I've been tracking my caloric intake. What else should I monitor to lose weight? Please wait—analyzing New England Journal of Medicine article “The Spread of Obesity in a Large Social Network Over 32 Years.” Analysis complete. **Recommendation:** Track body-mass index, body fat, mood, blood glucose, blood pressure, alcohol/caffeine intake, and ratio of alpha to theta and delta waves during sleep. Track same data for entire social network.

Gardenias are in season, but I overwater. How can I prevent their deaths? Scan of US Patent and Trademark Office database indicates potential apparatuses include self-watering trays, wick pots. Feedback for wick pots on gardening message boards: 82.7 percent positive. Found: References to “Botanicalls”—Arduino-powered system for measuring, tweeting moisture levels. Average tweets per day for Botanicalls user @starrtkplant: 3,615 (last tweet on 06/26/08). **Recommendation:** Use wick pot with Botanicalls; if plant dies, close Twitter account.